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Drones
Drones have become very popular in recent years as
they are generally much easier to fly than helicopters and
easier to repair in the event of a crash.
Many drones have video cameras available either as
standard or as an optional extra. The cheaper ones

download their footage to a memory card and can be
viewed through a card reader equipped PC or similar.
Dearer ones have the ability to downlink the data direct
to a phone or pad as the footage is being filmed. When
combined with built in GPS positioning this makes it
possible to aim the camera from the ground.

Hubsan X4 Plus

HUBSAN X4 PLUS PACKAGE DEAL
Hubsan X4 inc transmitter, batteries and charger

£36.99

Total:

£36.99

The Hubsan X4 Plus is a tiny 105 mm square drone. It is an ideal
introduction into flying, as its control layout is essentially the same as all the
other larger drones. As well as the normal four axis of movement it also has
the ability to easily perform flips.

Recon FPV

RECON FPV PACKAGE DEAL
Recon FPV inc transmitter with
£74.99
screen, batteries and charger
Total:

£74.99

The Recon FPV is a 157 mm square drone that features a
transmitter with a built-in screen to display what its on board digital
camera is seeing in real time. The camera can can store video at
720P resolution for display on a PC via the supplied memory card
and card reader. It can perform flips using buttons on the handset and
also has modes from very stable to full blown aerobatic.

UDI Peregrine

UDI PEREGRINE PACKAGE DEAL
UDI Peregrine inc transmitter, bat£74.99
teries and charger
Total:

£74.99

The UDI Peregrine is a 156 mm sized drone. It is similar to the
Recon FPV in that it can perform flips and the camera can can store
video at 720P resolution for display on a PC via the supplied memory
card and card reader. The difference is that rather than use a built-in
screen to dsplay the camera’s image in real time it is linked to a
mobile phone or pad using a special iOS or Android app.

UDI Wing

UDI WINGPACKAGE DEAL
UDI Wing inc transmitter, batteries and
charger

£109.99

Total:

£109.99

The UDI Wing is a 164 mm by 195 mm sized drone. Uniquely the rotor arms
can be folded in to make it even smaller for transport. Like most other drones it
can perform flips on demand.
It has a camera can can store video at 720P resolution for display on a PC by
using a memory card and card reader. To display the camera’s image in real time
it can be linked to a mobile phone or pad using a special iOS or Android app. It

UDI Discovery

UDI DISCOVERY PACKAGE DEAL
UDI Discovery inc transmitter, batteries

£129.99

and charger
The UDI
Discovery is a larger
Total:
£129.99
335 mm square sized
drone which makes it
more suitable for outdoor use than the smaller drones. It features built in
telemetry to warn you if the battery is getting low or you are close to
going out of range. Guards are included that protect the props from
damage.

It has an HD camera that can store video for display on a PC using an optional memory card and card reader. To
display the camera’s image in real time it can be linked to a mobile phone or pad using a special iOS or Android app.

Syma X8C

SYMA X8C PACKAGE DEAL
Syma X8C inc transmitter, batteries
and charger

£99.99

The Syma X8C
is is our largest drone
Total:
£99.99
at 500 mm square
which makes it more
capable in outdoor conditions than our other drones. Guards are
included that protect the props from damage.
It has an HD camera that can store video for display on a PC using an
optional memory card and card reader.

Ripmax Transition VTOL
The Ripmax Transition is a VTOL aircraft rather than a pure
helicopter. In hover mode it flies much like a quad copter, but as
the press of a button the motor pods and rotors swivel forward.
It then becomes a conventional aircraft, using its wings for lift.
The Transition
comes without
RIPMAX TRANSITION PACKAGE DEAL
a transmitter
Ripmax Transition VTOL aircraft
£179.99
and receiver
£79.99
and but can be Futaba T6L transmitter and receiver
£12.99
flown on any 5 14.8V lipo battery (1300 mah)
Charger
£22.99
channel or
Total:
£295.96
higher set.

